Overview:
The Latest News was published twice-weekly and weekly in black and white with four page length that sold at 400 Riel per copy. According to the survey by Clarke (1995) its circulation was 1,429 copies. The Ministry of Information currently (as at January 2012) does not list this paper on its website. This often means that the paper is no longer in operation. Practically, a newspaper must obtain a license before it can begin publishing. Those licensed media organizations are currently available to the public through the Ministry of Information website at www.information.gov.kh.

According to those earlier issues held by Yale, social issues and a literary were the two main coverage of the paper. The social issues included robberies, daily life, conflict, natural disaster and the issues related to malfunction and ineffectiveness of the government institutions and officials. The literary section provided two fictions and a poem. It is not clear on the political stand or affiliation of the paper while largely it is known that the Cambodian local papers depend on patrons or parties to survive. One interesting thing comes out of those earlier issues was its strong criticism of another paper, the Morning News, when its publisher was arrested for an article published based on source of international media that alleged Chea Sim and Sar Kheng were behind the coup d'etat in 1993. Chea Sim is the President of the Cambodian People Party and then the house speaker while Sar Kheng is a deputy prime minister and an interior minister and then was also then the interior minister.

Issues held by Yale University Library:

1994 [Year 1]
- Issue [7, 8, 9, 11]: [Jul 10, 15-16, 23, 29-30] (duplex 9)